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1

Q

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.

2

A

Maurice Brubaker. My business address is 1215 Fern Ridge Parkway, Suite 208,

3

St. Louis, Missouri 63141-2000.

4

Q

WHAT IS YOUR OCCUPATION?

5

A

I am a consultant in the field of public utility regulation and president of Brubaker &

6

Associates, Inc., energy, economic and regulatory consultants.

7

Q

ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU APPEARING IN THIS PROCEEDING?

8

A

I am appearing on behalf of the Utah Industrial Energy Consumers (UIEC). Members

9

of UIEC purchase substantial quantities of electricity from Rocky Mountain Power

10

Company (RMP) in Utah, and are vitally interested in the outcome of this proceeding.
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1

Q

HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING?

2

A

Yes. I previously submitted direct testimony (April 7, 2008) and surrebuttal testimony

3

4

(May 23, 2008) in the revenue requirement phase of this proceeding.

Q

5
6

ARE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE DESCRIBED IN
THOSE EARLIER TESTIMONIES?

A

7

Yes. This is included as Appendix A to my April 7, 2008 direct testimony in the
revenue requirement phase of this case.

8

Q

WHAT SUBJECTS ARE ADDRESSED IN YOUR TESTIMONY?

9

A

I address certain issues with respect to class cost of service, revenue allocation and

10

rate design. My cost of service and revenue allocation testimony is directed to RMP’s

11

embedded class cost of service study and its proposed distribution of any awarded

12

rate increase. My more detailed rate design testimony is addressed to the ill-advised

13

proposals of RMP to impose anti-growth surcharges on certain designated Industrial

14

class customers whose load grows by more than RMP considers acceptable, and on

15

new customers who add new loads that are larger than what RMP considers

16

acceptable.

17

Q

PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

18

A

My findings and recommendations may be summarized as follows:

19
20
21

1. RMP uses load research sample data to estimate the loads of several of its major
classes, including Schedule 1 (Residential), Schedule 6 (Large General Service)
and Schedule 23 (Small General Service).

22
23
24

2. The load research samples for these three classes are very old. The Schedule 6
and Schedule 23 samples were installed in 1990, and the Residential sample was
installed in 1991.
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1
2
3

3. RMP’s ancient load research samples have not been shown to be representative
of RMP’s current customers in Utah, because many changes have taken place in
the use of appliances (particularly central air conditioning) and in load shapes.

4
5
6
7

4. The loads used in RMP’s class cost of service study are not reconciled to the
loads in the jurisdictional study. The sums of the class loads at the times of the
monthly system peaks in the class study are considerably smaller than the loads
in the jurisdictional study used to allocate costs to Utah.

8
9
10
11

5. Given the age of the load research samples, the mismatch in the class and
jurisdictional class cost of service study loads, the other problems I note and the
general lack of reliability of RMP’s cost of service studies, they should not be used
in distributing rate adjustments in this proceeding.

12
13
14
15

6. RMP will not have a reliable class cost of service study until such time as the
results of the new load research sample, which has not yet even been fully
installed, has been in place for a period of at least 12 months, plus the time
required to analyze the results and convert them into class and subclass loads.

16
17

7. Any adjustment in rates applicable to RMP in this case should be applied as an
equal percentage change across the board.

18
19

8. RMP’s anti-growth vintage pricing proposal unreasonably singles out certain
customers and loads for the application of anti-growth surcharge prices.

20
21
22
23

9. RMP’s anti-growth vintage pricing proposal is directed at the Industrial customer
class, but most of the growth in Utah (historic and projected) is associated with
the Residential and Commercial classes, for which RMP does not propose any
pricing adjustments.

24
25
26

10. RMP’s anti-growth vintage pricing proposal is outside the realm of traditional
ratemaking practices, and in fact RMP was able to identify only two other
circumstances where it has been implemented.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

11. RMP’s anti-growth vintage pricing proposal also is in conflict with the practices of
Utah government entities which provide tax concessions for new facilities. To the
extent that these concessions are required to attract the facilities, RMP’s
anti-growth surcharge would increase the hurdle that government would have to
overcome in order to attract these facilities. This raises the important policy
question of whether economic development policies should be determined by
elected Utah officials or, as RMP proposes, by the owners of MidAmerican
Energy.

35
36
37

12. My colleague, Mr. Chalfant, addresses some of RMP’s theoretical claims, and
points out why the Company’s proposal is not marginal cost pricing as it claims to
be and why it is not theoretically sound.
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EMBEDDED CLASS COST OF SERVICE ISSUES

1
2

Q

3
4

COST OF SERVICE STUDY?
A

5

6

HAVE YOU REVIEWED THE DEVELOPMENT OF RMP’S EMBEDDED CLASS

Yes.

I have reviewed the allocations, and some of the key input information,

particularly the customer class loads.

Q

BEFORE ADDRESSING THE PARTICULAR COST OF SERVICE ISSUES IN THIS

7

CASE, PLEASE DISCUSS THE PURPOSE OF PERFORMING COST OF SERVICE

8

ANALYSES.

9

A

Cost of service analyses are performed for the purpose of developing the most

10

reasonable estimate of the cost of providing utility services to individual rate classes,

11

rate schedules and customers.

12

available measures of cost-causation, is a well established and long endorsed

13

principle in establishing utility rates.

Basing rates on costs, using the most accurate

14

While no cost of service study can be taken as 100% correct, or 100%

15

accurate as to measurement, reasonable efforts can and should be undertaken to

16

develop customer, rate schedule and class load data that is reasonably accurate, and

17

can confidently be used in developing class and rate schedule rates of return, and

18

rates that appropriately charge the customers taking service on each tariff.
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1

Q

BY WAY OF SUMMARY, AFTER YOUR REVIEW OF RMP’S COST OF SERVICE

2

STUDIES, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THEY ARE SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE AND

3

REPRESENTATIVE FOR USE IN SETTING REVENUE REQUIREMENTS FOR

4

CLASSES AND RATE SCHEDULES AND FOR DESIGNING RATES?

5

A

No, I do not.

As I will discuss subsequently, the load data estimates for rate

6

schedules that are not demand-metered are based on ancient samples and the end

7

result of RMP’s load research and load development data clearly demonstrates that

8

there is a material inaccuracy.

9

substantial difference between the “top-down” jurisdictional loads used for allocation

10

between states and the “bottom-up” summation of the individual customer class loads

11

used in the class cost of service study.

This inaccuracy manifests itself through the

12

In addition, RMP’s cost of service analysis does not provide a separation or

13

breakout of a number of the rate schedules that are lumped together for purposes of

14

the class cost of service study.

15

Schedules 1, 2 and 3. RMP’s study lumps them together for cost analysis purposes,

16

so no conclusions can be reached about the appropriate pricing of any of them. A

17

similar problem exists with respect to rate Schedules 9 and 9A where the loads are

18

combined for class cost of service purposes.

19

schedule makes the cost of service studies less useful for establishing revenue

20

requirements for individual tariffs and for designing appropriate rate structures.

For example, the Residential class consists of
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1

Q

2
3

STUDY?
A

4

5

It uses the same test year that it uses for the jurisdictional allocation study and the
revenue requirement test year, namely estimated calendar year 2008.

Q

6
7

WHAT TEST YEAR DOES RMP USE FOR THE CLASS COST OF SERVICE

DOES THE USE OF ESTIMATES FOR A FUTURE TIME PERIOD IMPACT THE
CLASS COST OF SERVICE STUDY?

A

Yes. In general, it impacts the class cost of service study because all of the class

8

load data that is used for the allocations had to be estimated based upon a prior

9

actual time period. In this instance, RMP used the 12 months ended June 30, 2007

10

as the base line or starting point, and adjusted class loads and other input data to

11

calendar year 2008 based on its estimates.

12

introduced into the revenue requirement determination, including an accurate

13

inter-jurisdictional allocation, are present in the class cost of service study as well.

14

Q

NOTWITHSTANDING

THE

ESTIMATED

Thus, problems similar to what are

NATURE

OF

ALL

OF

THE

15

INFORMATION, ARE THERE PARTICULAR FACTORS APPLICABLE TO THE

16

CLASS COST OF SERVICE STUDY THAT CAUSE YOU CONCERN ABOUT ITS

17

ACCURACY?

18

A

Yes. While for some of the major customer classes, including Schedules 8 and 9 and

19

contract customers, RMP has demand metering and can determine accurately the

20

hourly loads of these customer classes, it must rely upon load research samples to

21

estimate the loads of other major customer classes.
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1

Q

2
3

SAMPLE DATA?
A

4

5

FOR WHICH CUSTOMER CLASSES DOES RMP RELY UPON LOAD RESEARCH

RMP relies upon load research sample data for Residential Schedule 1, Large
General Service Schedule 6 and Small General Service Schedule 23.

Q

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO RELY UPON LOAD RESEARCH SAMPLE DATA AS

6

COMPARED TO HAVING COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE DEMAND

7

METERING FOR BILLING PURPOSES ON EACH CUSTOMER?

8

A

When a load research sample is used it means that the utility must construct a small

9

sample, thought to be representative, of the population of each customer class. Load

10

research meters are placed on a few selected customers and the results of the load

11

research are then expanded to estimate the hourly loads, including contributions to

12

monthly system peaks, of the entire class.

13

Q

IS THE USE OF LOAD RESEARCH SAMPLING FOR CUSTOMERS SUCH AS

14

THOSE ON SCHEDULES 1, 6 AND 23 A FAIRLY COMMON PRACTICE IN THE

15

ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY?

16

A

Yes, it is.

17

Q

WHAT, THEN, IS THE ISSUE?

18

A

The basic issue is the age of the load research samples, and the resulting question

19

as to whether the sample data continues to be representative of these classes as

20

they exist today.
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1

Q

2
3

WHEN WERE THE LOAD RESEARCH SAMPLES FOR THESE CLASSES FIRST
DESIGNED AND IMPLEMENTED?

A

This information is provided in response to UIEC data request 15.2. As stated by

4

RMP in that response, the Residential sample was originally installed in 1991. It was

5

supplemented with additional sites in 1999, but the original sample apparently was

6

not redrawn, and the initial sample group has not been replaced.

7

The Schedule 6 sample was installed in 1990, and apparently has not been

8

updated or supplemented.

9

The Schedule 23 sample was installed in 1990, and also apparently has not

10

11

been supplemented or updated.

Q

12
13

LOAD RESEARCH SAMPLES?
A

14

15

ARE THE LOADS OF ANY OTHER MAJOR CLASSES DEVELOPED BASED ON

Yes. The load data for Irrigation Schedule 10 is based on load research, but a new
sample was installed prior to the 2007 irrigation season, and thus is relatively current.

Q

HAVE THE NATURE OF THE SYSTEM LOAD, AND CUSTOMER USAGE

16

PATTERNS, CHANGED MATERIALLY SINCE THESE LOAD RESEARCH

17

SAMPLES WERE INSTALLED?

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A

Yes, materially. For example as Dr. Rife notes at page 14 of his testimony (beginning
at line 313):
“Prior to 1999, the system as a whole peaked during the winter
months. Because of the growth in Utah, the Company has started to
experience summer peaks and expects this pattern to continue in the
future. This is evident in Utah state growth rates. From 2002 through
2006, while the energy growth in Utah averaged 3.2 percent per year,
the summer peak average growth rate was 3.4 percent.”
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1

Q

2
3

RELATION TO LOADS IN OTHER MONTHS?
A

4

Yes.

He discusses this at some length beginning on page 13 of his testimony.

Beginning at line 294, he observes as follows:

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

DOES DR. RIFE EXPLAIN WHY THE SUMMER PEAK LOADS ARE GROWING IN

“During the last decade, Utah homes on average have increased in
size. As the growth continues, the Company expects the average size
of homes to further increase. Additionally, the Company is seeing more
homes that have Central Air Conditioners (CAC). Customers across
our Utah service territory are seeking more comfortable living
conditions and seem to be willing to pay for them. CAC are becoming
the norm for space conditioning on hot summer days. More new
homes require CAC as a selling point. Customers with Evaporative Air
Conditioners (EAC) are changing their equipment to keep up with the
norm.”

Q

WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF THESE CHANGES IN RESIDENTIAL LOAD

16

AS THEY IMPACT THE LOAD RESEARCH SAMPLE DATA AND ITS CONTINUED

17

APPLICABILITY?

18

A

The fact that the character and nature of the Residential class load has changed so

19

dramatically over the last nearly two decades since the initial sample was installed

20

calls into question whether the sample as originally drawn continues to be

21

representative of the usage patterns of the Residential customers in Utah today.

22

Clearly, many of the customers who exist today and who live in newer homes, most of

23

which apparently have central air conditioning, were not on the system at the time

24

that the initial sample was drawn. This would suggest a strong possibility that the

25

existing Residential load research sample data is not representative of today’s

26

Residential customer class.

27
28

Similar comparisons can be made for Schedule 6 and Schedule 23
customers.
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1

Q

2
3

HOW HAS RESIDENTIAL USE PER CUSTOMER CHANGED OVER TIME, AND
HOW DOES THAT AFFECT THE VALIDITY OF THE SAMPLES?

A

Dr. Rife’s Exhibit GMR-5 shows some of this information back to 1996. This exhibit

4

shows per kilowatthour Residential customer usage for the summer and winter

5

periods from 1996 through 2006 and as forecasted for 2007 through 2009.

6

Summer usage in 1996 for the average Residential customer was 646 kWh

7

per month, and in 2006 it was 823 kWh per month, a growth of about 27%. The

8

forecast for 2007 through 2009 is in the range of 924 kWh per month to 939 kWh per

9

month. The estimated average for these three years is 933 kWh per summer month,

10

which represents an increase of about 44% from 1996 for Residential customers.

11

In contrast, the winter average usage for Residential customers has grown

12

only modestly. From a starting value of 665 kWh per average winter month in 1996

13

(which was then higher than the summer average usage), it grew to 693 kWh per

14

month in 2006, an overall growth of 4.2%. The average projected for 2007 through

15

2009 for winter Residential average kilowatthour use is 701 kWh per month, a total

16

growth of only 5.4% since 1996.

17

This dramatic change in the concentration of energy usage in summer months

18

that is quite apparent today, as contrasted to the circumstances when the original

19

samples were drawn, further underscores the antiquated and unreliable nature of the

20

Residential load research data that RMP uses in its class cost of service study.

21

Obviously, given this material change in load patterns of the Residential (and

22

probably also Commercial) customers, the study results should not be relied upon.

23

It also is important to recognize that RMP has subsequently implemented an

24

inverted summer Residential rate.

The effect that this rate change has had on

25

Residential load profiles must be examined in order to have accurate information
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1

about Residential hourly loads. For example, it would be important to learn whether,

2

in response to the inverted rate that charges more as total monthly usage increases,

3

customers run their air conditioners less on moderate days, but still use them the

4

same as always when temperatures reach the highest levels – thereby “sharpening”

5

the peaks – the “needle peak” problem that was discussed extensively in earlier

6

cases.

7

Q

CAN YOU ILLUSTRATE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CONTRIBUTION TO

8

THE OVERALL SYSTEM PEAKS BY THE UTAH JURISDICTION THAT IS USED

9

IN THE JURISDICTIONAL COST OF SERVICE STUDY FOR REVENUE

10

REQUIREMENT PURPOSES, AND THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THOSE SAME

11

PEAKS THAT ARE USED IN THE CLASS COST OF SERVICE STUDY?

12

A

Yes. This is shown on Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-3). 1 Page 1 of this schedule

13

shows in graphical format the contributions to peaks used in the jurisdictional

14

allocation study as compared to the sum of the individual class contributions to those

15

same peaks used in the class cost of service study. Page 2 of the schedule shows

16

the information in tabular format.

17

Q

WHAT DOES THIS SCHEDULE SHOW?

18

A

It clearly shows that there are major differences between: (1) the “bottom-up” sum of

19

the load research study data for classes such as Schedules 1, 6, 10 and 23 and the

20

metered data for other classes in the class cost of service study and (2) the

21

“top-down” determination of the contribution of Utah loads in the aggregate to the

22

monthly system peaks.

1

Schedules 1 and 2 were included with my April 7, 2008 testimony.
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1

In general, the results of the class load research data produce lower

2

contributions to the peaks than does the “top-down” determination of jurisdictional

3

peaks used in the jurisdictional allocation study.

4

Q

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

5

A

It could mean several things. First, if the “top-down” study used for jurisdictional

6

allocation purposes is incorrect and the class studies are correct, it means that in the

7

revenue requirement phase of the case too much cost has been allocated to Utah.

8

If the determination of the contribution to system peak by jurisdiction used in

9

the jurisdictional cost allocation study is correct, it means that the load research and

10

other analysis conducted by RMP to develop the loads used in its class cost of

11

service study are wrong.

12

Q

THE INFORMATION ON SCHEDULE UIEC ____ (MEB-3) IS FOR THE TIMES OF

13

THE 12 MONTHLY SYSTEM PEAKS. DO YOU HAVE SIMILAR INFORMATION

14

ON AN HOURLY BASIS?

15

A

Yes. Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-4) shows this information on an hourly basis for the

16

12 months ended June 30, 2007, which was the starting point for the development of

17

the forecasted calendar year 2008 class and jurisdictional load data.

18

Q

WHAT DOES THIS SHOW?

19

A

It shows that the sum of the class loads developed on a “bottom-up” basis in the class

20

cost of service study and the jurisdictional loads as developed on a “top-down” basis

21

for jurisdictional allocation purposes are quite different, and that there is no

22

consistency of relationship. Often, the sum of the class loads from the class cost of
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1

service study produces a jurisdictional load that is less than the jurisdictional load

2

developed on a “top-down” basis, while at other times the reverse is true. However,

3

as shown on Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-3), it is more often the case that the

4

contributions to peaks from the class load data understate the overall jurisdictional

5

contributions to peaks.

6

Q

TO THE EXTENT THAT THERE ARE DIFFERENCES IN THE CONTRIBUTIONS

7

TO JURISDICTIONAL PEAK LOADS AND THE LEVEL OF JURISDICTIONAL

8

PEAK LOADS THEMSELVES BETWEEN THE CLASS STUDY AND THE

9

JURISDICTIONAL STUDY, TO WHAT CUSTOMER CLASSES WOULD YOU

10
11

ATTRIBUTE THE DIFFERENCE?
A

12

The difference would primarily be attributed to those customer classes for which the
Company must rely upon load research data.

13

Q

WHICH ARE THOSE CLASSES?

14

A

Those are Residential Schedule 1, Large General Service Schedule 6, and Small

15

General Service Schedule 23. Recall that these are the classes where the load

16

research samples are of the early 1990s vintage, and that class usage characteristics

17

and system load shape have changed materially since these samples were selected

18

and installed. The differences are less likely to be attributable to those customer

19

classes where RMP has demand metering and can reasonably measure the hourly

20

loads of classes. These are, of course, Schedules 8 and 9 and contract customers.
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1

Q

TO THE EXTENT THAT THE DEMANDS AT THE TIME OF THE SYSTEM PEAK

2

OF SCHEDULES 1, 6 AND 23 ARE UNDERSTATED, WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON

3

THE CLASS COST OF SERVICE STUDY?

4

A

The impact would be to allocate too small of a percentage of costs to these classes,

5

and too large of a percentage of the costs to the demand metered customer classes

6

whose load is more accurately stated in the cost of service study.

7

Q

HAVE YOU DEVELOPED A CLASS COST OF SERVICE STUDY USING CLASS

8

CONTRIBUTIONS

TO

THE

SYSTEM

PEAK

LOAD

THAT

EQUAL

THE

9

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE UTAH JURISDICTION TO THE SYSTEM PEAK LOAD

10

THAT WERE USED IN THE JURISDICTIONAL ALLOCATION FOR REVENUE

11

REQUIREMENT PURPOSES IN THE FIRST PHASE OF THIS PROCEEDING?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

HOW WAS THIS COST OF SERVICE STUDY DEVELOPED?

14

A

The only change from the class cost of service study filed by RMP was to adjust the

15

loads of Schedules 1, 6 and 23, by month, so that in each month the sum of the class

16

contributions to the system peak in the class study equals the jurisdictional

17

contribution to the system peak in the revenue requirement study used in Phase 1 of

18

this proceeding.

19

Page 1 of Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-5) shows the overall summary of the

20

class cost of service results at present rates. This is the same in format as the

21

summaries presented by RMP. Column M of this schedule shows the increases or

22

decreases at the rate of return at present rates required to move each customer class

23

to the jurisdictional average rate of return.
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1

Page 2 of this schedule shows the cost of service results and the percentage

2

changes from current revenue to move each class to the claimed 8.19% return on

3

rate base.

4

Q

WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF THIS ADJUSTMENT?

5

A

I conclude that with the adjustments made to loads in order to conform the class

6

loads to the jurisdictional loads used to allocate costs to Utah, the indicated increases

7

for most of the major customer classes are closer together than was the case under

8

RMP’s cost of service study.

9

smaller for Residential Schedule 1, Large General Service Schedule 6 and

10

11

Schedule 9. They are about the same for the other classes.

Q

12
13

The indicated departures from cost of service are

ARE THERE OTHER MAJOR ISSUES IMPACTING THE VALIDITY OF THE COST
OF SERVICE STUDY THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED?

A

Yes.

It has been many years since the Commission adopted the current 75%

14

demand/25% energy weighting and the use of 12 monthly coincident peaks to

15

allocate generation costs among customer classes. (While there have been some

16

minor variations since that time, the basic approach still remains in effect.) In light of

17

the significant increases (both historic and forecasted) in summer peak loads as

18

compared to loads in other seasons, and the increases in wholesale electricity market

19

prices during summer months, it is clearly time to revisit the appropriateness of the

20

entire 75/25 – 12CP cost allocation.
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1

Q

WHAT IMPACT WOULD AN ALLOCATION OF GENERATION INVESTMENT

2

BASED ON DEMANDS ONLY, WITHOUT AN ENERGY WEIGHTING, HAVE ON

3

THE RESULTS OF THE CLASS COST OF SERVICE STUDY?

4

A

This is shown on pages 1 and 2 of Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-5.1). This study uses

5

the class contributions to system peaks from UIEC ____ (MEB-5), and sets the

6

demand percentage to 100%. As shown on page 1, the Schedule 9 rate of return is

7

slightly above the system average rate of return, and as shown on page 2, the

8

increase required to equal the proposed rate of return is less than the average

9

increase.

10

Q

11
12

DID YOU ADJUST ANY OF THE LOADS OTHER THAN THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE SYSTEM PEAK DEMANDS?

A

No. I only adjusted the contributions to the system peak demands. To the extent that

13

those demands were understated, it is to be expected that the class peak demands

14

and the individual customer peak demands also are understated.

15

corrected these understatements in the cost study, and thus the results shown, even

16

with the corrections for contributions to system peak, still overstate the rate of return

17

on these customer classes, and understate the degree of adjustment required to

18

move them to cost of service.

19

Q

I have not

PUTTING ASIDE THE ISSUES OF CLASS AND CUSTOMER PEAKS, DO THE

20

ADJUSTMENTS YOU HAVE MADE TO CLASS LOADS MAKE THE RESULTS A

21

RELIABLE INDICATOR OF CLASS COST OF SERVICE?

22
23

A

I believe that they are more accurate than RMP’s class cost of service study, but still
fall short of the quality and accuracy of results that would be appropriate to support
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1

reliance upon these results in the allocation of any change in revenue requirements to

2

customer classes.

3

Q

IN RESPONSE TO UIEC DATA REQUEST NO. 15.3, RMP POINTS TO THE

4

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AVERAGE LOSSES AND PEAK LOSSES AS ONE OF

5

THE EXPLANATIONS FOR THE DIFFERENCE IN THE NUMBERS DERIVED BY

6

THESE TWO APPROACHES. IN YOUR VIEW, DOES THAT FULLY EXPLAIN THE

7

DIFFERENCES?

8

A

9

No. The differences in average losses and losses at peak would certainly not be
sufficient to account for the very substantial differences in the results of the

10

“top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches.

11

difference, it is much more likely that the majority of the difference is attributable to

12

the age and resulting inaccuracy of the load research data used for rate Schedules 1,

13

6 and 23. It is for this reason that I believe the results produced by my alternative

14

class cost of service study are far more accurate and representative than the results

15

under RMP’s class cost of service study.

16

Q

While this may explain part of the

ARE THERE ANY ISSUES WITH RESPECT TO THE COMPOSITION OF

17

CUSTOMER

18

CONCERNS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OF THE RESULTS?

19

A

Yes.

CLASSES,

PARTICULARLY

SCHEDULE

9,

THAT

CAUSE

Schedule 9 customers are mostly Industrial customers, but the class as

20

constituted by RMP does contain some Commercial and Public Authority customers.

21

RMP has not provided sufficient information to allow a determination to be made of

22

whether the load characteristics of these three groups of customers are similar

23

enough to be included in the same rate schedule.
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material differences in load characteristics, inclusion of all three groups of customers

2

in the same rate schedule and cost of service class could introduce distortions into

3

the resulting measurement of class rate of return.

4

In addition, this class in the cost of service study consists of Schedule 9

5

customers and Schedule 9A customers. The cost of service measurement does not

6

provide an articulation that will allow separation of the costs between these two

7

schedules, and thus does not provide information sufficient for accurate rate design.

8

As noted previously in this testimony, a similar limitation exists with respect to

9

10

the Residential class.

Q

IN LIGHT OF THESE RESULTS AND THE AGE OF THE LOAD RESEARCH

11

SAMPLE DATA, DO YOU HAVE A RECOMMENDATION AS TO HOW ANY

12

CHANGE IN REVENUES THAT MAY RESULT FROM THIS CASE SHOULD BE

13

SPREAD TO THE VARIOUS CUSTOMER CLASSES?

14

A

Yes. It is my recommendation that any change in revenues approved for RMP in this

15

proceeding be allocated to the various rate schedules and customer classes as an

16

equal percent applied to current revenues. This will maintain the existing inter-class

17

rate relationships until such time as more accurate class cost of service load data and

18

cost of service studies are available.

19

Q

20
21

HASN’T

RMP

RECENTLY

DEVELOPED

NEW

LOAD

SAMPLES

FOR

CUSTOMERS ON SCHEDULES 1, 6 AND 23?
A

Yes. RMP recently developed those samples. Explanatory material concerning them

22

was provided in response to UIEC data request No. 20.5. RMP reported that it would

23

not actually place the new samples into service until later this year, with the
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representation being made that the recorders would be placed in service not later

2

than October 1, 2008 for Schedules 1 and 23, and December 31, 2008 for

3

Schedule 6.

4

Q

5
6

HOW SOON COULD THE RESULTS OF THIS LOAD RESEARCH BE USED IN
PREPARING COST OF SERVICE STUDIES?

A

Assuming the indicated deadlines are met, it would be necessary to have recorders in

7

place for a period of at least 12 months in order to obtain one year’s worth of sample

8

data. Under the best of circumstances, this means that 12 months of load data would

9

not be available until January of 2010. Allowing time for processing of the data and

10

related activities means that it probably would be after the middle of 2010 when new

11

cost of service studies could be presented.

12

Q

13
14

SHOULD THE COMMISSION ACCEPT THE SAMPLES CONSTRUCTED BY RMP
FOR THIS PURPOSE WITHOUT ADDITIONAL REVIEW?

A

No. To my knowledge the sample data and load research support was conducted

15

strictly by RMP without involvement by other parties. It would be highly desirable for

16

RMP to share the load and other information, statistical analyses, and other

17

supporting data for the sample design with DPU, the Committee of Consumer

18

Services and interested intervenors. It would therefore be preferable to allow some

19

time at the beginning of the process for parties to meet, review, discuss and make

20

recommendations about RMP’s sample design. This approach would help to secure

21

agreement that the data collected from the samples was representative and suitable

22

for use in a cost of service study and in rate design.
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Q

ARE THERE OTHER KEY ISSUES THAT SHOULD BE ADDRESSED PRIOR TO

2

DEVELOPING A COST OF SERVICE STUDY THAT CAN BE USED FOR COST

3

ALLOCATION AND RATE DESIGN?

4

A

Yes. As noted previously, it has been many years since the 12 coincident peak

5

75/25% allocation method was adopted. The growing dominance of summer peak

6

loads on the RMP system, changes in rate design, changes in class usage patterns,

7

and the escalating summer prices in the wholesale market makes it important that

8

time be taken to revisit the reasonableness of the current allocation methods and give

9

appropriate consideration to the weight to be given system peak loads in relation to

10

loads at other times.

PROPOSED LOAD GROWTH SURCHARGE RATE

11
12

Q

HAS RMP PROPOSED ANY ADDITIONAL, DIFFERENT, PRICING PROVISIONS

13

BEYOND THE TRADITIONAL EMBEDDED COST OF SERVICE PRICING

14

METHODOLOGY USED IN UTAH?

15

A

Yes.

In a radical departure from the traditional embedded class cost of service

16

approach used to set rates in Utah, RMP has now decided that it should charge more

17

than embedded cost to certain loads, namely new loads exceeding 10,000 kW, and

18

growth in loads exceeding 10,000 kW by existing customers.

19

Q

DO YOU AGREE THAT RMP’S PROPOSALS ARE REASONABLE?

20

A

No, I do not. RMP’s anti-growth proposals suffer not only from lack of support at the

21

theoretical level, but also are misplaced and target the wrong groups of customers if

22

in fact the cost of load growth is RMP’s real concern.
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Q

HOW IS UIEC ADDRESSING RMP’S PROPOSALS IN ITS TESTIMONY?

2

A

My colleague Alan Chalfant will provide a discussion of the alleged theoretical

3

underpinnings for the proposal and respond to the testimony of RMP witness Dr. Karl

4

McDermott. In my testimony I will analyze the sources of growth on the system,

5

discuss the basis for regulation and rate-setting in Utah, and elaborate in more detail

6

on why this load growth surcharge rate is ill-advised and should be rejected out of

7

hand.

8

Q

WHAT BASIS DOES RMP PROVIDE FOR THIS PROPOSAL?

9

A

From the testimony of RMP witness William Griffith, at pages 14 through 16, it

10

appears that RMP is focusing strictly on some anticipated load growth numbers from

11

selected customers, and also on the fact that the cost of constructing generation

12

facilities today is higher than the embedded cost of generation facilities in RMP’s

13

tariffs. The attempted theoretical justification is that customers who add load are not

14

paying a rate close to the “. . . full marginal cost of service . . .” (Testimony of William

15

R. Griffith at page 15, line 337).

16

Q

IS IT SURPRISING THAT LOAD GROWTH OCCURRING WHEN THE COST OF

17

NEW FACILITIES EXCEEDS THE COST OF EXISTING FACILITIES WOULD

18

CAUSE UPWARD PRESSURE ON RATES?

19

A

No, not at all. We have been experiencing this phenomenon for some time, and with

20

recent escalations in the cost of construction, the degree of impact is simply

21

somewhat larger.
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Q

2

HAVE THE COSTS OF COPPER AND ALUMINUM WIRE AND TRANSFORMERS
USED IN THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK ALSO INCREASED?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

DOES RMP MENTION THESE COST ESCALATIONS, THAT PRIMARILY WOULD

5

AFFECT RESIDENTIAL AND SMALLER CUSTOMERS, AS PART OF THE

6

REASON FOR THE UPWARD PRESSURE ON RATES?

7

A

No. While increases in these costs have been quite dramatic, RMP has chosen to

8

ignore them and to focus strictly on the generation component of rates and on

9

particular customers who may be anticipating adding what RMP regards as large

10

increments of load.

11

Mr. Griffith concludes this section of his testimony by arguing that embedded

12

13

cost pricing does not send the right price signals.

Q

14
15

DO YOU AGREE WITH MR. GRIFFITH’S CONCLUSION ABOUT IMPROVING
PRICE SIGNALS?

A

16

No. In fact, if adopted, his proposal would simply make price signals worse for a
much broader spectrum of customers.

17

Q

PLEASE ELABORATE.

18

A

As I will show later, the Industrial class is not where the majority of the load growth is

19

occurring. Thus, if RMP is sincere about sending better price signals, pricing the load

20

that is growing less than the average at elevated prices will simply require that the

21

offsetting revenues be credited against other customer classes.

22

obviously be that those customers who are truly growing faster than the average will
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see price signals even less accurate than they would have seen if all customers were

2

priced at embedded cost. This must be true, unless RMP is planning to pocket the

3

surcharge revenues for the benefit of its stockholders and not return them to other

4

customers in the form of a reduction to revenue requirements. If that is the plan, then

5

RMP’s proposal is even more disingenuous than it sounds.

6

Q

HOW HAVE SITUATIONS SUCH AS THIS BEEN HANDLED IN THE PAST?

7

A

In the past, pricing in growth situations has been consistent with pricing in other

8

situations. All customers pay the combined actual embedded cost of the new plants

9

and the old plants.

10

Q

IS THIS PRICING APPROACH EQUITABLE?

11

A

Yes. As long as this practice is adhered to consistently over time, all customers

12

receive price signals as to the cost of growing and the cost of conserving. It must be

13

remembered that today’s new, “high cost” plants will be tomorrow’s old, “low cost”

14

plants and that today’s old “low cost” plants were once new “high cost” plants. It is

15

impossible to pick a point in time and isolate a group of plants and associate them

16

with loads of particular customers.

17

Q

18
19

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT THAT RATES BE BASED ON ACTUAL EMBEDDED
COSTS?

A

The use of embedded costs as a basis for setting rates is critical for several reasons.

20

First, the utility’s revenue requirement is based on embedded cost. Therefore, the

21

rates charged to customers must ultimately be designed to collect this total of

22

embedded costs. Embedded cost of service studies are the tool that is commonly
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used to allocate the total cost or revenue requirement to the customer classes that

2

cause these costs to be incurred.

3

These allocated embedded costs are the only objective definition of basic

4

fairness that applies to setting rates. The basic premise is that each customer should

5

pay costs associated with its consumption but not that of others. Because having

6

individual rates for each customer is not practical, it is necessary to group customers

7

into classes. Therefore, the first step in ensuring that each customer pays only costs

8

associated with its own purchases is to make sure that the revenue requirement of

9

the class follows this same principle.

10

If rates depart from embedded cost, efficiency suffers.

Cost based rates

11

provide critical signals to customers of the cost consequences of purchases. If these

12

signals are distorted because the rates are designed on class revenues that are not

13

closely related to class costs, the customers will make inefficient choices concerning

14

their use of resources (not just electricity, but competing energy sources).

15

resulting wasteful use of resources is a bad result for the both the customer and the

16

utility.

The

17

Embedded cost rate design also fosters the conservation of resources. Only

18

when rates are based on actual costs do customers receive an appropriate price

19

signal against which to make their consumption and conservation decisions. If rates

20

are not based on costs, then customers may be induced to use electricity inefficiently

21

in response to the distorted signals.
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Q

EARLIER, YOU INDICATED THAT MOST OF THE GROWTH WAS NOT

2

OCCURRING IN THE INDUSTRIAL CLASS. PLEASE DISCUSS THE EVIDENCE

3

WHICH SUPPORTS THIS CONTENTION.

4

A

RMP has provided both its historic and its forecasted kilowatthour sales by customer

5

class in Utah.

This was provided in response to UIEC data request No. 16.5.

6

Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-6) sets forth this information in a graphical format, using a

7

bar chart. For each of the three principal classes, namely Residential, Commercial

8

and Industrial, there are three bar charts representing the megawatthour sales to

9

these customer classes. The first bar shown is calendar year 1990, which is the first

10

year of information provided by RMP in response to this data request. The second

11

bar is for the most recently completed historic year, 2007, and the third bar is for the

12

end of the forecast period, 2027, contained in RMP’s response to UIEC data request

13

No. 16.5.

14

Q

PLEASE EXPLAIN THIS SCHEDULE.

15

A

The schedule shows for each of the indicated years the total megawatthour sales to

16

each of the three customer classes. For each class, the number 100% appears at

17

the top of the 1990 bar. This is for purposes of developing a comparative reference

18

for the subsequent years. In the 2007 bar, the total heighth of the bar indicates the

19

total megawatthour sales in 2007, the number at the top of the bar indicates the 2007

20

sales level as a percent of the sales level in 1990, and the numerical figure in the top

21

portion of the bar for 2007 represents the megawatthour load growth from 1990 to

22

2007. The 2027 bar is constructed in a parallel manner.
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Q

2

IS THIS SAME ANALYSIS REPEATED FOR THE COMMERCIAL CLASS AND THE
INDUSTRIAL CLASS?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

WHAT IS THE OVERALL CONCLUSION FROM THIS ANALYSIS OF BOTH

5

HISTORIC AND LONG-TERM PROJECTED GROWTH IN MEGAWATTHOUR

6

SALES?

7

A

The conclusion is unmistakable: Both on an observed historic basis and a forecasted

8

basis, the Industrial customer class has exhibited the SMALLEST growth both in

9

terms of the actual number of megawatthours purchased and also in terms of a

10

percentage change in the number of megawatthours purchased.

11

This clearly demonstrates that RMP’s anti-growth proposal which targets

12

selected Industrial customers to pay higher than embedded cost rates in order to

13

provide better “price signals” is totally misplaced.

14

Q

SCHEDULE UIEC ____ (MEB-6) PRESENTS THE INFORMATION FOR GROWTH

15

IN TERMS OF MEGAWATTHOUR

16

INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO MEGAWATTS OF DEMAND GROWTH?

17

A

SALES.

DO

YOU HAVE SIMILAR

RMP was requested to provide this information in UIEC data request No. 16.5, but

18

replied that it did not have the information in the requested form, and rather than

19

provide something comparable, chose not to provide any information at all.

20

However, since the load factor of the Industrial class is higher than the load

21

factor of either the Commercial class or the Residential class, and since the Industrial

22

megawatthour growth is smaller than that of either of the other two classes, the

23

difference in the growth in megawatt demands would be even greater than the
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difference in the growth in megawatthour sales. That is to say, even if the Industrial

2

class added the same kilowatthours as the Commercial class or the Residential class,

3

the impact on the need for new capacity would be less because Industrial customers

4

consume more megawatthours per megawatt of demand than do Residential and

5

Commercial customers.

6

Q

7
8

CAN YOU ILLUSTRATE THE DEMAND GROWTH IMPACT USING ANOTHER
DATA SET?

A

9

Yes. Using the period 2000 through 2007 for an historic period, and the period 2007
through 2017 as a forecast period I have estimated the growth in contributions to

10

annual system peak demand associated with the historic and projected load growth.

11

Q

WHY DID YOU SELECT THESE TIME PERIODS?

12

A

I needed to have a representation of the relationship between megawatthour sales

13

and demand at time of system peak based on the current load pattern of RMP, which

14

is a summer peaking characteristic. RMP first became summer peaking in about

15

1999, so using the period 2000 through 2007 would provide a reasonable indicator of

16

the growth in contribution to system peak load based on the current load shapes. I

17

chose to go 10 years into the future, rather than the full 20 years, in order to give

18

more weight to the near term. However, going further into the future would only make

19

the difference in growth more dramatic.
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Q

WHERE HAVE YOU ILLUSTRATED THE RESULTS OF THIS ANALYSIS?

2

A

Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-7) shows this information. Page 2 is the data used in the

3

graphical presentation, and the graphical presentation appears on page 1 of

4

Schedule UIEC ____ (MEB-7).

5

There are three sets of bars on this graph: 2000 through 2007, 2007 through

6

2017 and the cumulative period 2000 through 2017. It shows the estimated growth in

7

contribution to system peak demand for each customer class for each of these three

8

time periods. It is obvious that the Industrial class growth is substantially less than

9

the growth for Residential and Commercial customers, both on an historic and a

10

11

forecasted basis.

Q

12
13

WHAT IS YOUR OVERALL CONCLUSION FROM THE LOAD GROWTH
ANALYSIS?

A

It is obvious that if RMP is sincere about improving price signals by targeting higher

14

prices to those who are exhibiting growth, the Industrial class is the LAST place it

15

should be applying these anti-growth surcharges.

16

Q

GIVEN THAT MOST OF THE GROWTH IS FROM RESIDENTIAL AND

17

COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS, HOW HAS THE GROWTH AND THE RESULTING

18

INCREASE IN GENERATION SYSTEM COSTS (GENERATING UNITS AND

19

PURCHASED POWER) AFFECTED THE RESULTS OF THE CLASS OF SERVICE

20

STUDY?

21
22

A

Ironically, growth in average cost of the generation system depresses the Industrial
class rate of return more than the Residential or Commercial class rates of return.
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The reason for this phenomenon is that generation costs are a much larger

2

percentage of the total costs of serving Industrial customers than is true for

3

Residential or Commercial customers. This is clearly evident from RMP’s “unit cost”

4

analysis. In Exhibit CCP-35, Tab 4, page 6, shows the functional composition of total

5

cost of service. For the Residential class the generation system costs are 51% of

6

total costs, but for Schedule 9 customers generation costs are 88% of total costs.

7

Thus, despite the fact that most of the growth has occurred in Residential and

8

Commercial classes, the greatest impact on relative rate of return is felt in the

9

Industrial class. It would indeed be even more ironic if RMP’s prescribed remedy

10

targeted the Industrial class, that is not growing the fastest in the first place, and

11

further added to the impact on that class through its anti-growth surcharges.

12

Q

13
14

IF SCHEDULE 500 WERE IMPLEMENTED, WOULD IT LIKELY HAVE AN IMPACT
ON THE UTAH ECONOMY?

A

Yes. Any user that had a choice of different possible states in which to expand or

15

locate new production would be discouraged if RMP’s ill-advised proposal were

16

adopted in the state of Utah. The concern would rest not only with the rate form and

17

the concept in its current form, but there also would be concern as to what additional

18

burdensome requirements might be placed on such customers in the future.

19

Q

HAS UTAH BEEN ENCOURAGING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT?

20

A

Utah has recognized that economic development brings jobs and many benefits to

21

the state.

In fact, local government entities, I understand, will provide tax

22

concessions for new facilities. To the extent that these concessions are required to

23

attract the new investment and jobs, any additional burdens that RMP would place on
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new customers through its anti-growth vintage pricing scheme would be an added

2

cost of doing business in Utah that the local governments would have to consider

3

offsetting in other ways.

4

This raises the important public policy question of whether economic

5

development policies for Utah should be decided by elected officials, or by the

6

owners of MidAmerican Energy.

7

Q

8
9

HAS RMP GIVEN CONSIDERATION TO THE POTENTIAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
OF SUCH A PROPOSAL ON THE STATE OF UTAH?

A

While it indicates that it has presented its proposal to a number of state and local

10

officials, it clearly stated in response to UIEC data request No. 16.6, that it had not

11

given consideration to the impact. In UIEC data request No. 16.6, RMP was asked:

12
13
14

“Please provide a copy of all analyses or studies conducted by or
available to RMP with respect to the possible effects of Schedule 500
on economic development and job growth in Utah.”

15

In response to this inquiry, RMP stated:

16
17

“The Company has not projected or studied the possible effects of
Schedule 500 on economic development in Utah.”

18

Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that RMP has made this proposal

19

without giving any consideration to the impact it may have on the Utah economy.

20

This is another important reason why the anti-growth proposal is ill-advised and

21

should be rejected.

22

Q

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY?

23

A

Yes.
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